Introduction
============

Topographical disorientation (TD) refers to an individual\'s inability to orient in the environment.[@B1] As reported in a current taxonomy,[@B2] TD may occur following lesions in different parts of the brain including medial temporal regions such as the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex, the fusiform gyrus, and more-posterior temporo-occipital regions including the lingual gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus, and posterior parietal cortex. Lesions in these selective brain regions may result in specific cognitive impairments such as anterograde disorientation,[@B3] landmarks agnosia,[@B4] heading disorientation,[@B5] or egocentric disorientation,[@B6] which severely affect the individuals\' ability to orient in familiar or unfamiliar surroundings.[@B7]

Similar cerebral regions causing TD in patients with acquired brain damage have been shown to be involved in the neurodegenerative process typical of patients affected by mild cognitive impairment (MCI) progressing to Alzheimer\'s disease (AD).[@B8]-[@B12] Due to this neuroanatomical similarity and evidence of MCI patients manifesting with orientation impairment, it has been suggested that TD occurs early in the development of AD and can be used for detecting the disease and monitoring its progression.[@B13] Although this may be a reasonable speculation, there are no data on assessments of the neural substrates of TD in patients with MCI using an unbiased neuroimaging analysis methodology.

In the present study, we first clinically assessed the frequency of TD in a group of patients diagnosed with MCI. We then used voxel-based morphometry (VBM) to compare the brain morphology of MCI patients with (MCI-TD) and without (MCI-noTD) TD in order to verify the hypothesis that the presence of TD in MCI is associated with a loss of gray matter (GM) in those brain regions responsible for orientation.

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

We recruited 41 patients (mean age, 69 years) diagnosed with MCI between March 2007 and December 2008 (Ajou University Hospital, Suwon, Korea). MCI was diagnosed according to the following criteria proposed by Petersen:[@B14]

1\) Subjective cognitive complaint by the patient or his/her caregiver.

2\) Normal general cognitive function above the 16th percentile on the Korean version of the Mini-Mental State Examination (K-MMSE).

3\) Normal activities of daily living (ADL) assessed both clinically and on a standardized scale (as described below).

4\) Objective cognitive decline below the 16th percentile on neuropsychological tests.

5\) Exclusion of dementia.

The absence of secondary causes of cognitive deficits was assessed by laboratory tests including complete blood count, blood chemistry, vitamin B~12~/folate, syphilis serology, and thyroid function tests. Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were performed to confirm the absence of structural lesions such as territorial cerebral infarction, brain tumor, or vascular malformation.

The study participants comprised a group of 24 healthy control participants (mean age, 68 years) with no history of neurological or psychiatric illnesses and with no cognitive decline, as assessed by an extensive neuropsychological evaluation. No healthy control participants complained of TD.

Informed consent to participate in the study was obtained from all subjects, as approved by the Institutional Review Board of Ajou University Hospital.

Procedure
---------

Participants underwent three sessions. During the first session, an experienced clinician (Moon SY) obtained a history of cognitive and behavioral functioning, and performed neurological examinations including ADL and the K-MMSE.[@B15] The interview for ADL included additional items gathering information regarding patients\' medications at the time of testing, and the patients\' ability with respect to financial management, shopping, and use of mass transportation. In the second session, participants underwent a neuropsychological evaluation, blood tests, and MRI scans, including one volumetric-head MRI scan. In addition to the standard neuropsychological evaluation (described below), the neuropsychology team independently performed a clinical interview using semistructured questionnaires to assess cognitive, behavioral, and functional skills. During the same session, the neuropsychology team completed the Neuropsychiatric Inventory,[@B16] the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale,[@B17] and the ADL scale. The ADL scale adopted in this study consisted of the Seoul Instrumental ADL (S-IADL), which included 15 items rated from 0 (best) to 3 (worst; the final score of the ADL scale is obtained by summing the scores for each item). This scale has been standardized with a cutoff point of 7.5.[@B18] Among the semistructured questionnaires, an interview was included to collect information about the patients\' navigational skills from the patients themselves or from their primary caregivers (i.e., spouse or cohabitant). The presence of TD was determined by the question: \"Does the patient have problems recognizing roads?\" The term \"recognizing roads\" in Korean is a colloquial phrase meaning the ability to find one\'s way competently in an environment without hesitation in heading toward a destination or when returning home. We also asked them whether the patient experienced TD in an unfamiliar or familiar environment, or indoors. Although TD is commonly assessed by using objective measurements in virtual reality tests, previous studies have made use of a clinical approach similar to the one described here.[@B19] This clinical approach is a reliable way of assessing the patients\' ability to orient in their own surroundings, without exposing them to new tools or asking them to perform selective tests requiring different skills.

Finally, during the third session, participants returned to the clinic to receive the results of their neuropsychological assessments, blood tests, and MRI scans, which led to a consensus for the diagnosis of MCI.

Neuropsychological evaluation
-----------------------------

All patients and controls underwent a standardized neuropsychological evaluation, the Seoul Neuropsychological Screening Battery.[@B15] The battery, of which norms are based on 447 healthy controls, includes tests assessing attention, language, praxis, four elements of Gerstmann syndrome, visuoconstructive functions, verbal and visual memory, and frontal/executive function. Among these, the scorable tests included the digit span (forward and backward), the Korean version of the Boston Naming Test,[@B20] the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test (copying, immediate and 20-min delayed recall, and recognition), the Seoul Verbal Learning Test (three learning-free recall trials of 12 words, 20-min delayed recall trial for these 12 items, and a recognition test), the phonemic and semantic Controlled Oral Word Association Test, and the Stroop Test (word and color reading of 112 items during a 2-min period). Patients\' performances were considered impaired when they scored below the 16th percentiles of healthy controls matched for age, gender, and education.

Behavioral statistical analysis
-------------------------------

Patients were classified as MCI-TD or MCI-noTD. We used the analysis of variance test to compare the means of groups with continuous measurements, and the chi-square test to compare groups performances for categorical measurements. Post hoc analysis was conducted using the Tukey test. The level of statistical significance was set at *p*\<0.05. Analyses were performed using commercially available software \[SPSS, version 12.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA)\].

VBM: image acquisition and analyses
-----------------------------------

MRI structural brain images were acquired using a 3.0-tesla Philips Achieva MRI scanner located at the Ajou University Hospital. Three-dimensional coronal high-resolution spoiled gradient echo sequences were acquired (excitation time, 4.59 ms; relaxation time, 9.86 ms; slice thickness, 1 mm; 162 slices; flip angle, 8°; field of view, 224 mm; and image matrix 224×224 pixels, which covered the entire brain). An optimized VBM method was applied and implemented using SPM2 software (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>).[@B21],[@B22] Several preprocessing steps were performed to ready the data for statistical analysis, including spatial normalization and segmentation. The spatial normalization step transforms all images into the same stereotactic space by registering each of the images to the same specific template, and the segmentation of the brain into GM, white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is performed using the voxel intensities combined with a priori knowledge of the spatial distribution of these tissues, derived from probability maps. In order to reduce any potential normalization or segmentation bias across the disease groups, customized templates and prior probability maps were created from all subjects in the study, including the controls and the semantic dementia patients. To create the customized template and prior probability maps, all images were registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template using a 12 degrees of freedom (df) affine transformation and segmented into GM, WM, and CSF using the MNI prior probability maps. GM images were normalized to the MNI GM template using a nonlinear discrete cosine transformation. The normalization parameters were applied to the original whole head and the images were resegmented. Average images were created of the whole head, GM, WM, and CSF, and smoothed using an 8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum smoothing kernel. The average whole-head image becomes the customized template, and the average GM, WM, and CSF images are then used as the customized prior probability maps for subsequent segmentations.

All images were then registered to the customized whole brain template using a 12-df affine transformation and segmented using the customized prior probability maps. The GM images were normalized to the custom GM template using a nonlinear discrete cosine transformation. The normalization parameters were then applied to the original whole head and the images were resegmented. All of the GM images were modulated and smoothed with an 8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum smoothing kernel. In addition, a reinitialization routine was implemented using the parameters from the initial normalization to the MNI template (performed to generate the customized template) to initialize the normalization to the custom template.[@B22] A single-subject condition and covariate model, including age, gender, and total intracranial volume as covariates, was used to compare the smoothed modulated GM images between the MCI-TD and controls (*p*\<0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons), and between the MCI-noTD and controls (*p*\<0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). A direct comparison was also performed between MCI-TD and MCI-noTD (*p*\<0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

Results
=======

TD was found in 17 out of the 41 patients (41.4%) affected by MCI. MCI-TD patients reported getting lost in large-scale unfamiliar (82.4%) and familiar (29.4%) surroundings, as well as in small-scale familiar environments such as a house (11.8%). Patients referred to familiar surroundings as places that they have visited daily for several years, and unfamiliar surroundings were defined as places were patients had been several times sporadically over the past year. A more detailed interview revealed that patients reported getting lost when no remarkable landmarks were available in the environment, or when their navigation included several passages and turns, such as those required in a street market, a department store, or an apartment complex. Direct comparisons between MCI-TD and MCI-noTD patients revealed no significant difference with respect to age, gender, education, and general cognitive ability as measured by the K-MMSE. However, S-IADL scores revealed that the functional abilities were significantly impaired for MCI-TD patients relative to MCI-noTD patients. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} gives the demographic data of the patients and controls, their K-MMSE and S-IADL scores, and the occurrence of TD in familiar and unfamiliar surroundings.

MCI-TD and MCI-noTD patients performed similarly in the neuropsychological tests. No significant differences were found in any of the tests available in the present neuropsychological battery. The performances of patients and controls in the tests included in the neuropsychological evaluation are reported in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

VBM revealed loss of GM bilaterally in the temporo-occipital regions when MCI-TD patients were compared to healthy controls (*p*\<0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). In the right hemisphere, MCI-TD patients exhibited loss of GM from the anterior temporal pole, through the medial temporal regions (including the parahippocampal and fusiform gyri), extending to the middle and inferior temporal gyri toward the most posterior regions of the fusiform and inferior occipital gyri ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar regions were involved in the left hemisphere, although to a lesser extent. In addition, loss of GM was observed in the right amygdala, left angular gyrus, and cerebellum. On the other hand, MCI-noTD patients exhibited a loss of GM that was restricted to the left frontal and occipital regions when compared to the group of healthy controls (*p*\<0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons) ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which is consistent with previous VBM studies.[@B23] The inverse contrast between MCI-TD or MCI-noTD patients and controls did not show any significant areas. As expected, direct comparisons between the two MCI groups (i.e., with and without TD) revealed that those with TD exhibited a greater level of GM loss bilaterally in the temporo-occipital regions (*p*\<0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). These regions included the hippocampi and parahippocampal gyri, the fusiform gyrus, the inferior occipital gyrus, the amygdala, and the cerebellum ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The inverse comparison (MCI-noTD versus MCI-TD) did not reveal any significant difference in GM loss.

Discussion
==========

The aims of the present study were to determine the prevalence of TD in MCI patients and verify the hypothesis that TD is correlated with the loss of GM in brain regions reported to be responsible for orientation in humans. We found that 41.9% of patients diagnosed with MCI reported getting lost on a regular basis. VBM analyses revealed that the presence of TD in MCI patients is associated with loss of GM in the medial temporal regions, including the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex, and the fusiform and inferior occipital gyri; additional loss of GM was observed in the cerebellum and the amygdala.

The morphological findings described herein are consistent with structural lesions causing TD in patients with acquired brain damage. Indeed, as described in a current taxonomy,[@B2] lesions to the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex result in a selective topographical disorder known as anterograde disorientation, which is the impaired ability to learn paths in a novel environment.[@B3] Brain damage in the fusiform and inferior occipital gyri (including the lingual gyrus) impair the recognition of landmarks, resulting in landmark agnosia[@B4] and adversely affecting the individual\'s ability to orient in both familiar and unfamiliar surroundings. Finally, data obtained from both human patients and animal models support that the cerebellum plays a critical role in spatial navigation, suggesting a specific involvement in the process of spatial learning.[@B24]-[@B26] Our findings are also consistent with the most recent neuroimaging data describing the neural mechanisms involved in orientation and navigation in healthy individuals.[@B27],[@B28] Within an extensive neural network, the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex have been shown to be critical for the acquisition and use of a mental representation of the environment (i.e., a cognitive map)[@B29],[@B30] and place recognition,[@B31] respectively. Similarly, more-posterior regions including the fusiform and the lingual gyrus,[@B32]-[@B35] as well as the cerebellum,[@B25],[@B36] have been found to play an important role in the processing and recognition of spatial information relevant for orientation. Consistent with these previous neuropsychological and neuroimaging data, to our knowledge the VBM findings reported herein provide the first evidence that the presence of TD in MCI patients is associated with loss of GM in those brain regions known to be critical for human orientation.

These findings may have relevant clinical implications for monitoring and predicting the MCI patient\'s progression to AD. Indeed, consistent with previous data,[@B37]-[@B40] a recent study showed that the GM loss in a group of amnestic MCI patients who developed AD occurred primarily in medial temporal regions such as the hippocampal complex, the amygdala, and the fusiform gyrus.[@B12] Early changes in the morphology of these brain structures can be detected 3 years before the diagnosis of AD and are suggested to be useful biomarkers for monitoring the progression of this disease.[@B12] These selective brain regions markedly overlap with the loss of GM that we observed in our MCI-TD patients.

Our findings are also consistent with those of a recent study documenting the presence of TD in patients affected by amnestic MCI.[@B13] Since there is an increased risk of amnestic MCI patients in developing AD (compared to nonamnestic MCIs),[@B14] and there is evidence of orientation impairments occurring early in the development of AD,[@B13] the authors suggest that assessment of TD in amnestic MCI is useful for monitoring the progression of the disease, and will eventually be used to detect AD at a presymptomatic stage.[@B13] However, it should be noted that patients diagnosed with nonamnestic MCI may also develop AD, although to a lesser extent compared to amnestic MCI patients.[@B41] Our finding that TD is associated with loss of GM in those brain regions thought to be biomarkers of AD, irrespective of the MCI subgroup, suggests that orientation impairments are also useful for monitoring the progression of the disease to AD in nonamnestic MCI.

As a final note, the loss of GM in MCI-TD patients documented here involves brain regions that are not known to selectively subserve orientation skills, but are involved in other cognitive functions. Impaired performances could therefore have been expected when these patients performed other neuropsychological tests evaluating other functioning domains; this was not the case. We attribute this to the complexity of the phenomenon of orientation and navigational as compared to single and more selective cognitive functions. Indeed, orientation requires the cooperation of many cognitive skills during navigation, resulting in a complex neural network that is responsible for this complex behavior. The loss of GM in some brain regions that form part of that complex neural network may affect orientation skills without resulting in a severe and selective cognitive defect, which in turn may be observed in the case of brain damage resulting from vascular events.

We recognize that our study had some limitations. First, we adopted a subjective approach to define the existence of TD in our patients. In contrast to the objective assessment of TD, clinical interviews can be biased at the subjective sociocultural level. However, it has been reported that, with the exception of tests such as the Money Road Test[@B42] and the Washington University Road test,[@B43] most neuropsychological tests are insensitive to TD.[@B44] Second, the average education level of our subjects was lower than those recruited into other studies. It is therefore difficult to generalize our findings to the overall population of patients with MCI. Finally, we performed SPM analyses without correcting for multiple comparisons, since we found no areas of significant difference when using the corrected criteria. Nonetheless, we considered it meaningful to provide the areas of significant difference even without the corrected criteria in patients with MCI, since previous studies have shown that the areas associated with patients\' complaints are known to be related to TD.
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![Patterns of statistically significant loss of gray matter in patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) in combination with topographical disorientation (TD) compared to healthy control subjects (*p*\<0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). In the right hemisphere, MCI-TD patients exhibited loss of gray matter from the anterior temporal pole, through the medial temporal regions (including the parahippocampal and fusiform gyri), extending to the middle and inferior temporal gyri toward the most posterior regions of the fusiform and inferior occipital gyri. Similar regions were involved in the left hemisphere, although to a lesser extent. In addition, gray matter loss was observed in the right amygdala, left angular gyrus, and cerebellum.](jcn-6-204-g001){#F1}

![Patterns of statistically significant loss of gray matter in patients with MCI without TD (MCI-noTD) compared to healthy control subjects (*p*\<0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). MCI-noTD patients exhibited gray matter loss restricted to the left frontal and occipital regions when compared to the group of healthy controls.](jcn-6-204-g002){#F2}

![Regions of gray matter loss in mild cognitive impairment-topographical disorientation (MCI-TD) patients compared to MCI-noTD patients (*p*\<0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). MCI-TD patients exhibited a greater loss of gray matter loss bilaterally in the temporo-occipital regions. These regions included the hippocampi and parahippocampal gyri, the fusiform gyrus, the inferior occipital gyrus, the amygdala, and the cerebellum.](jcn-6-204-g003){#F3}

###### 

Participants\' demographic data, neurological evaluation scores, and prevalence of topographical disorientation

![](jcn-6-204-i001)

Data are mean±SD values except where stated otherwise.

^\*^Significant difference between the two MCI groups, ^†^Significant difference between the MCI-TD and control groups, ^‡^Significant difference between the MCI-noTD and control groups.

TD: topographical disorientation, MCI-TD: mild cognitive impairment with TD, MCI-noTD: mild cognitive impairment without TD, K-MMSE: Korean version of the Mini-Mental State Examination, S-IADL: Seoul Instrumental Activities of Daily Living questionnaire.

###### 

Neuropsychological assessment and participants\' scores

![](jcn-6-204-i002)

Performance of MCI-TD patients, MCI-noTD patients, and controls in the tests included in the neuropsychological evaluation. Data are mean±SD values. Significant difference between the two MCI groups.

^\*^Significant difference between the MCI-TD and control groups, ^‡^Significant difference between the MCI-noTD and control groups.

SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, K-BNT: Korean version of the Boston Naming Test, DR: delayed recall, IR: immediate recall, TP: true positive, FP: false positive, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, COWAT-A: Controlled Oral Word Association Test-phenomic, COWAT-B: Controlled Oral Word Association Test-semantic.
